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appellate court cases by state and year,� 
and found that land-use restrictions be-
came more common nationwide in the 
1970s,� but that not all states became strict 
regulators. The frequency of “land use” 
references in a state’s legal history proved 
a good predictor of whether a state would 
develop a high-regulation housing econo-
my with constrained supply. By measur-
ing regulation levels,� Shoag and Ganong 
were able to test their  hypothesis: they 
found that regulations limit housing sup-
ply by reducing the number of permits 
for new construction,� and raising prices. 
This lowers net migration,� and thus slows 
human-capital convergence and income 
convergence.

The authors have yet to investigate why 

increased regulation took hold in certain 
states,� but they do know that land restric-
tions preceded the concentrations of wealth. 
“It is housing markets,� not rich residents,� 
that have caused segregation,�” Shoag as-
serts. Their data also rule out geography 
(the limitations of available land to build 
on) as a decisive factor. “No doubt a lot of 
restrictions were put in for environmental 
reasons,�” Shoag notes,� “but what’s surpris-
ing is how much these local policies have 
shaped how things evolve.”

Recent efforts to explain the widening 
income gulf between elite urban areas and 
the rest of the country have tended to fo-
cus on the increased demand for highly 
skilled labor in places like Silicon Valley 
and Boston,� where firms (and employees) 

in related industries benefit from clus-
tering together. Shoag and Ganong have 
identified a more pernicious factor at play 
in this process. By stemming the flow of 
lower-income people into the most pro-
ductive cities,� housing restrictions have 
not only expanded class divisions,� but 
also jeopardized a key stabilizing force 
in the U.S. economy. “If people no longer 
have the ability to migrate in response to 
regional economic shocks,�” Shoag notes,� 
“there will be more pressure on other ad-
justment mechanisms,� like  government 
interventions that target specific places or 
industries.” vashley pettus
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Survival of   
the Cooperative

P
addling around the forested edges 
of a crocodile-infested lake in Pan-
ama,� biologist Christina Riehl ’05 is 
gaining new insights into the bizarre 

cooperative breeding behaviors of certain 
tropical cuckoos. 

These greater anis (Crotophaga major) 
gather in communal groups at breeding 
time—raising offspring together in a sin-

gle nest,� every adult sharing in the work.  
What is remarkable is that these com-
munes consist of birds that aren’t neces-
sarily blood relatives.

For half a century,� the study of animal 
cooperation has been dominated by the 
theory of “kin selection.” According to 
this model,� animals cooperate only if they 
stand to gain something—if not for them-

selves,� then for their kin. This assures that 
they always pass along some of their ge-
netic material to the next generation.  But 
when it comes to raising their young,� the 
anis behave in ways that cannot be ex-
plained by kin selection alone.   

Anis form useful associations with un-
related mating pairs,� expending great 
effort to raise the young of others. This 
makes them rather like humans—and un-
like most other animals on earth. 

Riehl’s research thus raises new ques-
tions about the importance of kin selec-
tion in the evolution of cooperation. She 
seeks to understand how cooperation can 
evolve among unrelated individuals,� par-
ticularly when competition among group 
members is intense.

Since 2006,� working under the auspices 
of the Smithsonian Tropical Research In-
stitute,� Riehl has circled Gatun Lake,� part 
of the Panama Canal,� to examine as many 
as 45 ani nests per season. Because almost 
all these low-lying baskets of leaves and 
sticks hang over the water and cannot be 
reached from land,� scientists have rarely 
studied them,� but Riehl can reach most 
of the nests by standing up in her boat. 
The work is hazardous even without the 
snakes and crocodiles lurking in the thick-
ets: anis breed during the rainy season,� 
when downpours are torrential and thun-
derstorms sweep the lake.

 Riehl labels every egg that is laid in the 

The breeding habits of tropical cuckoos,  
whose unrelated adults cooperate to rear 
young, have raised questions about the 
limits of kin selection in evolution.
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communal clutch,� takes DNA samples,� and 
also makes note of which birds in the com-
mune are performing what tasks,� looking 
for the colored bands she has affixed to 
their legs during her annual winter field 
trip. Communes consist of two,� three,� or 
more unrelated pairs of adults. 

She has learned that,� although the anis 
work together cooperatively,� some work 
much harder than others.  In every com-
mune,� one male ends up performing all 
the nighttime labor of sitting on the clutch 
of six to 12 eggs in the nest.  While other 
group members sleep,� the bird on the late 
shift performs extra work for no apparent 
additional gain in the fitness or survival 
of his own offspring—again,� breaking the 
rules of kin selection.

The anis’ communal lifestyle isn’t total-
ly altruistic.  Although females cooperate 
in tending the nest,� they simultaneously 
seek to improve their own offspring’s 
chances for survival by tossing other fe-
males’ eggs out of it. (Riehl collects eject-
ed eggs from the vegetation surrounding 
the nest or the shallow water beneath it,� 
including broken eggshells she has num-
bered.) Here,� too,� ani behavior is bizarre:  
of 10,�000 species of birds in the world,� 
only a half-dozen engage in this wasteful 
practice of communal egg-dumping—un-
derlining Riehl’s assertion that “this is 
one of the most interesting species out 
there for animal social 
behavior.”

She has found that,� 
despite the egg-dump-
ing behavior,� coop-
erative nesting yields 
big payoffs for group 
members.  Not only are large groups better 
able to defend their nests against predators,� 
they also build their nests in safer locations.  
Large groups typically build in trees that 
grow in the lake—less vulnerable to ter-
restrial animals like snakes. Smaller groups 
aren’t able to claim this high-quality real 
estate,� so their nests are more frequently 
attacked. Pairs that try to nest alone can 
barely raise young at all.

Recently named a Junior Fellow of the 
Harvard Society of Fellows,� Riehl “stands 
out as a young scientist with a keen 
sense of what is important to measure in 
the field,�” says Cornell associate profes-
sor of natural resources Janis Lou Dick-
inson,� director of Citizen Science at the 
Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology,� who 

Visit www.
harvardmagazine.
com/extras to view 
additional photos  
of greater anis.
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A Dazzling Flat Lens

S
cientists at Harvard’s School of 
Engineering and Applied Sciences 
have created a revolutionary flat lens 
made not of glass but of a layer of gold 

(seen here in a photograph taken through a 
conventional microscope). As thin as one-
thousandth of a human hair,� and just one 
millimeter in diameter,� the lens focuses in-
coming light by relying on tiny antennae,� 
rather than the phenomenon of refraction,� 
as a glass lens does.

Designed in the laboratory of Federico 
Capasso,� Wallace professor of applied 
physics and Hayes senior research fellow 
in electrical engineering,� the innovation 
was recently described in Nano Letters. 
“The advantage of our lens,�” says lead au-
thor Francesco Aieta,� a visiting graduate 
student from the Università Politecnica 

delle Marche in Italy,� “is that instead of be-
ing bulky and thick,� [it] can be very thin.”

Light traveling between two points can 
potentially take any possible route. When 
it is traveling in a uniform medium,� the 
route will be a straight line,� but if a mate-
rial such as glass is introduced,� the light is 
slowed and as a consequence may prefer 
to bend,� according to Fermat’s principle of 
least time: waves of light seeking the fastest 
overall route between two points may travel 
farther in a fast medium in order to find the 
shortest route through a slow one. For this 
reason,� conventional lenses are shaped in a 
specific way so that all the rays of light,� ide-
ally,� converge to the focal point.  But spheri-
cal glass lenses don’t 
do this perfectly; light 
passing through the lens 

periphery has a slightly shorter focal length 
than light traveling through the center. Cor-
recting for this using additional glass lenses 
works,� but is complicated and makes such 
optical equipment even heavier.

In the flat lens,� tiny gold antennae,� 
etched using electron-beam lithography 
from a solid gold layer just 55 nanome-
ters thick,� delay light not as it propagates 
through a thick material,� but right at the 
lens surface,� introducing slightly different 
delays (phase lags) in each concentric ring. 
The antennae (see the inset scanning elec-
tron microscope photograph) are v-shaped: 
“Tweaking the length of the arms and the 
angle of the ‘v,�’” Aieta explains,� “allows us 
to obtain all the amplitudes and phases 
that we need.” Each concentric ring of the 
lens is patterned with differently config-
ured antennae that introduce a delay of 
just the right amount so that some of the 
light can be focused on a single point. “By 

changing the distribution of 
the concentric rings,�” he ex-
plains,� “you can obtain a lon-
ger or shorter focal length.”

Although this distortion-
free flat lens may one day 
replace all manner of glass 
optical systems—from cam-

era lenses to optical data-storage sys-
tems—for now Capasso’s team has opti-
mized it for near-infrared light of a single 
wavelength,� a laser of the kind frequently 
used in telecommunications. It does not 
currently focus visible light (although 
that is theoretically possible),� but visible 
light enables the lens’s concentric rings 
to be distinguished from one another: the 
differently shaped antennae in each ring 
scatter the light in a different way,� creat-
ing the oranges and reds seen in the pho-
tograph. vjonathan shaw

federico capasso e-mail address:
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capasso group website:
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studies cooperative breeding in western 
bluebirds.  Riehl’s findings “provide an 
unusual example of the importance of 
direct fitness benefits of cooperation,� 
and stand in contrast to a large major-
ity of studies of cooperative breeding in 
birds. Counter-examples are important 
and broaden our understanding of how 

ecological factors influence cooperation.”
“Scientific debate right now about the 

importance of kin selection is absolutely 
vitriolic,�” Riehl says.  Although she con-
tinues to believe,� along with the major-
ity of biologists,� in the importance of kin 
selection,� she notes that “anis represent a 
rare exception to the general rule that co-

operation evolves among family members.” 
vw. barksdale maynard
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This disortion-
free flat lens, 
less than a 
millimeter 
across, uses 
antennae 
(inset) etched 
from a layer of 
gold, rather 
than glass, to 
focus laser 
light.
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